Notes on Contributors

RICHARD GELWICK (rprogel@juno.com) is one of the few alive today who studied personally with Polanyi on his epistemology. His work includes the first major bibliography and microfilm of Polanyi's papers. He also wrote the first doctoral dissertation on Polanyi’s epistemology and the first introductory book, The Way of Discovery, An Introduction to the Thought of Michael Polanyi. A former coordinator of The Polanyi Society and editor of the newsletter that became Tradition & Discovery, he last taught as Professor of Medical Ethics and Humanities at the University of New England and as Adjunct Professor at Bangor Theological Seminary. He is now retired and lives on the coast of Maine with his spouse, cat, and sailboats. Occasionally he gives university lectures on Polanyi, most recently at Yale.

WALTER GULICK (wgulick@msubillings.edu), Book Review Editor for TAD, not only enjoys arranging for books to be sent to reviewers, but appreciates the opportunity that Polanyi’s wide range of interests provides to write reviews or review articles on diverse topics. The issues that Roberts raises happens to mesh nicely with Gulick’s non-professional concern that there are serious problems in our political economy that need addressing.

MARTIN MOLESKI (moleski@canisius.edu) is a Jesuit priest and Professor at Canisius College in Buffalo, New York. He has degrees from Boston College (BA, English, 1973), Fordham University (MA Humanities, 1977), and The Catholic University, of America (PhD, 1991). His most recent publication is Judging Religion Justly: A Catholic Introduction to Religious Studies, Cognella University Readers, 2011.

JERE MOORMAN (jeremoor@sbcglobal.net) is a Leadership Development Consultant at the Center for the Studies of the Person in La Jolla, CA.

PHIL MULLINS (mullins@missouriwestern.edu) is Professor Emeritus at Missouri Western State University and is also Editor Emeritus of TAD. He has written essays connecting Polanyi or Polanyian ideas with other thinkers, including H. Richard Niebuhr, Marjorie Grene, Harry Prosch, and Charles Sanders Pierce. He is particularly interested in the historical development of Polanyi’s philosophical perspective

PAUL CRAIG ROBERTS (pcr3@icloud.com), B.S., Ph.D., was educated at Georgia Tech, University of Virginia, University of California, Berkeley, and Oxford University where he was a member of Merton College. He has held many university appointments, including Stanford and Georgetown universities, served in the congressional staff, was Associate Editor and columnist for the Wall Street Journal, and was appointed Assistant Secretary of the US Treasury for Economic Policy by President Ronald Reagan. He is the author of 12 books and many articles in scholarly journals. His first book, Alienation and the Soviet Economy, was dedicated to Michael Polanyi.

DAVID RUTLEDGE (david.rutledge@furman.edu) is Pitts Professor of Religion at Furman University in Greenville, S.C. He was first alerted to Polanyi’s thought by Bill Poteat at Duke and then wrote his dissertation on Polanyi at Rice University. He is currently President of the Polanyi Society.

D. M. YEAGER (yeagerd@georgetown.edu) is the Thomas J. Healey Family Distinguished Professor of Ethics in the Theology Department at Georgetown University. Her Ph.D. in Religion and Culture is from Duke University, and her eclectic interests ooze dismayingly across the disciplinary boundaries of ethics, literature, philosophical theology, and social theory. She has published articles in journals such as Tradition and Discovery, The Political Science Reviewer, The Journal of Religion, and The Journal of Religious Ethics.

MABEN WALTER POIRIER (maben.poirier@concordia.ca) teaches political theory and political philosophy at Concordia University in Montreal, Quebec. His writings focus mostly on Michael Polanyi and Eric Voegelin.